Position Description - MoreMagic Solutions, Inc., a provider of mobile commerce transaction processing platforms and applications, seeks software developers to participate in projects associated with the development and deployment of platforms and applications in mobile networks worldwide. The development organization operates in a team environment, with close interaction with customers, partners, and others.

(a) Skillset Required
- Strong Knowledge of Java, C++/C#, Unix and Linux.
- Knowledge of scripting languages like Perl, PHP.
- Knowledge of Databases and SQL
- Knowledge of TCP/IP and networking
- Knowledge of .NET and J2ME a plus.
- Knowledge of Telecommunications and specifically Mobile Commerce domain a definite plus.
- Self-motivated and willing to work in an energetic, fast-paced and team-oriented environment.
- Excellent communication skills.
- Ability to work well in a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic work environment.
- Knowledge of Spanish language a definite plus.

(b) Responsibilities
- Understand requirements and design new features
- Identify areas for improvement in the product
- Develop new features
- Participate in code reviews
- Unit testing of code
- Bug fixes
- Document the design of features/capabilities
- Help with documentation of the product
- Provide help to testing, customer support on an as needed basis

(c) Educational Qualifications
- Bachelors/Masters degree in Computer Science/Engineering is required

(d) Work Experience
- 1 to 2 years of professional software development work experience
  (US Citizens and US Permanent Residents Only)

(e) Contact

-----------------------------
jobs@moremagic.com

MoreMagic Solutions, Inc.

With deployments in more than 50 countries worldwide, MoreMagic Solutions offers transaction platforms for mobile operators, financial institutions, content providers, and distributors, enabling consumers to purchase goods and services on demand using a mobile phone, POS, or web. MoreMagic's high-throughput payment engine and pre-packaged applications enable revenue-generating services, including MTTopUp, Mobile Payments, Mobile Money Transfers. Applications include MWallet, international recharge, and remittances, MCommerce, prepaid data, with integration into diverse network environments, languages, and currencies. Through MoreMagic Solutions’ worldwide distribution, all applications are available for customers to use out-of-country, enabling communications with relatives back home, and increased usage on mobile networks.

www.moremagic.com